
 

Student Selection for Flight Department Internship 
 

Dear Educator, 
 

We are pleased to be partnering again this year with our State’s Collegiate Aviation 

programs to offer our paid Summer Internship program. As Educators in your collegiate 

aviation program, we appreciate your partnership in identifying your top two quality 

candidates selected from your observations in the academic environment.  We have had 

some exceptional interns from Ohio schools, and wish to continue this offering.  Your 

candidates are a direct reflection of your program, and should be selected from the highest 

achievers that you feel would fit our compatibility model and qualifications as outlined 

below. 

 

Many of you have personally visited our operation with your students, and even been 

through our educator’s internship several years ago.  As a guideline to some of the more 

successful intern work and personality qualities we are targeting, we have compiled this 

desired list of traits to help you identify our next intern candidate. 

 

Compatible Candidate Traits 
 Ability to get along well with others in a teamwork environment. 

 Professional curiosity and open attitude displaying willingness to learn. 

 A strong desire to work in the Business Aviation Industry. 

 Natural curiosity of corporate aviation operations and ability to see the larger picture. 

 Flexibility to changes and agile in change management. 

 Exceptional time management skills and organization. 

 Completes quality projects in a timely manner. 

 Professional appearance and good verbal and written communication skills.  

 Social maturity. 

 Easy going personality and socially appropriate sense of humor. 

 Strong computer and analytical skills. 

 

QUALIFICATIONS 
 At least a Junior standing, currently enrolled in a four-year university aviation program 

with a 3.0 GPA or higher 

 Flight experience (FAA Instrument Rating or higher) a plus 

 Proficient Microsoft Office (Excel, Word) and overall computer skills 

 Positive attitude and self-motivated work skills 

 Excellent written and verbal communication skills  

 Able to provide own housing and transportation during employment 

 No restrictions on clearing the airport background check for SIDA access badge 



 

Flight Department Summer Internship Program Overview 
   As the internship program is a formal part of our larger Corporation’s offering, the Flight 

Department will attempt to conform to the date models offered by the larger corporation as 

follows: 

 10 to 12-week program spanning from June to August to coincide with your school’s 

Quarter or Semester system 

 All internships are 5 days a week at 40 hours per week 

  

• Interns are Part-Time Company associates 

 Hired by HR into the HR data system 

 Hourly associates on our company’s payroll  

 Receive a discount card for company products for duration of program 

 Able to attend Company events and meetings 

                   -Such as Quarterly briefings, Summer events, etc.  

 Paid within compensation guidelines  

           

• All interns are budgeted in the HR budget 

 Interns will be responsible for own transportation and housing  

 Interns are not eligible to receive paid time off 

 

• University Relations sponsored events include: 

 Orientation Program, including Diversity & Inclusion training 

 In Store visits 

 Networking Breakfast with Senior Leadership 

 Facilitator led course: Great Communicating 101 

 Introduction into our company’s history and our values 

 

 

Intern Project Examples 
   These examples from last year’s project list are provided so that you may consider your 

candidate’s abilities and skill sets for completing this type of work. 

 

Shuttle Flight Attendant Manual Revision 
Priority: High 

 

Description:  

When our company Shuttle was originated in 1990, a Shuttle Flight Attendant Manual was 

written to standardize cabin and non-cabin duties for the job description.  Inputs included best 

practices of the various airlines that we hired our Shuttle Flight Attendants from, our own On-

Demand Flight Attendants, and our department management team.  These inputs were blended 

into a manual that was released in 2002.  Since the last revision in 2006, our Flight Operations 

Manual was rewritten to incorporate the requirements of FAR 125 and ISBAO.  The manual 

needs to be revised to align to the most current information of our FOM and SOPs. 

 
 

 



 

Project Steps:  

Obtain the copy of the Shuttle Flight Attendant Manual, and break it down by sections.  Partner 

with the Director of Shuttle Operations and Shuttle Chief Pilot to ensure alignment of the two 

manuals.  Reformat and design a revised manual that satisfies accurate job description duties, 

SOPs and company policies.  Supervise and maintain quality of the final copies that will be 

distributed to each Shuttle FA, placed on the aircraft, and posted electronically on our 

Information Center website.  

 

Expected Outcome:   

Gain experience of operations manual design and implementation.  Strong teamwork and 

collaboration skills will be needed to blend operational application descriptions with 

management of SOPs and quality services demanded in Shuttle operations.  Revise and distribute 

a workable manual that accurately describes how to perform each task in the Shuttle Flight 

Attendant job descriptions by September 2010. 

 

 

Shuttle Utilization Report 
Priority: Medium 

 
Description:  

Our company operates a corporate shuttle with service between SDF, DFW, and IAD due to the 

large demand for travel between these city pairings.  A 50 seat configured aircraft supports this 

program by flying two round trips per day, Monday through Friday, (excluding holidays).  Any 

associate with a viable business need is approved to fly aboard the shuttle. In addition, it is 

policy driven that associates must first book the shuttle before attempting to fly commercial.  

 

The company-provided Shuttle service package also includes ground transportation between the 

airport and company business offices or preferred hotels. The service goal is to further reduce 

travel times between destinations, and to minimize travel arrangement complexities for company 

associates.  Ground transportation is also provided in this service to ensure timeliness, and 

maintain security of having company personnel in the same transportation source from door to 

door. 

 

Project Steps:  

Using the daily count Excel spreadsheet, manipulate the data to realize and graphically present 

calendar year totals, year to date totals, year to year comparisons for the aircraft, as well as 

individual ground coach routes.  Review the shuttle waitlist to formulate a percentage of times 

that there was a waitlist and the average number of passengers on the waitlist.  

 

Develop a Shuttle Performance Dashboard (Excel or Access) for YTD 2010 metrics compared to 

the preceding three years. The complete list of metrics is not yet determined but will include the 

following: Passenger totals by month, passenger seat utilization by month, number of segments 

flown, gallons purchased, and average fuel price. Other potential links include integration with 

the Shuttle mail program summary file in the shared drive. 

 

 



 

Expected Outcome:   

This information will enable management to assess seat utilization and trends, and allocate 

support services accordingly (reservation/travel head count, catering, cabin stock). This 

information will serve as the grade card for the Shuttle service efficiencies. 

 

 

Training Tracking Software Entries and Organization 
Priority: Medium 

 

Description: 

 Training is a difficult and complex task to manage, as there are 68 personnel in the department 

with over 80 training categories across four different work groups (job descriptions), and over 15 

different contacts at approximately 10 different training vendors.  These training requirements 

are required by FARs, ISBAO, and others defined by our department in our FOM as internal 

initiatives.  There are hard timelines and windows of training events that maintain crew currency.  

Non-compliance with currency requirements would result in losing crew schedule flexibility and 

the loss of aircraft use.  Added to this complexity is the requirement to maintain current 

medicals, certificates, identifications, etc. in a crew folder.  It becomes obvious that a powerful 

software product that meets these needs be found to bring together the loose ends of the current 

process complexities.   Beyond the software setup, we will need to define and refine the internal 

process of making training and documentation information inputs in a timely manner (attaching 

medicals, licenses, identifications), and monitoring all of these inputs for currency in a more 

efficient manner than manual calculations permit.   

 
Project Steps:  

Work with the Training Manager to learn the new Training Tracking software.  Analyze the 

needs for data entries, and assist in defining the processes of collecting and recording changes in 

certificates, training events, and feedback on training vendors.  

 

Expected Outcome:   

Gain a proficient understanding department training requirements and of Training Manager 

duties.  Assist in defining and refining a redesign of the processes to make this task more 

efficient and able to be transferred to another individual if the circumstances would require 

another individual in this role. 
 

Testimonial from Last Year’s Flight Department Summer Intern 
 

We asked our 2010 Intern to summarize in his own words what last year’s internship meant to 

him since he entered the workforce as a FlightSafety training pilot.  Here is his reflection of his 

internship experience: 

 
“Since I identified that I wanted to fly at an early age, business aviation has been 
my goal. When I was presented the opportunity to work in a Fortune 500 
corporate flight department, I couldn’t hold back my excitement. This was a real- 
world chance to confirm my lifelong aspiration. 
  



 

There are not many available internship opportunities with flight departments, so 
this was a great opportunity. The experiences and knowledge that I have gained 
at the company were tremendous; much greater than my incoming expectations.  
It was a summer of a lifetime. The day-to-day operation of an elite flight 
department is no longer a mystery to me.  In fact, it has helped considerably in 
my current job at Flight Safety International.  I am able to speak and relate easily 
to other industry professionals from around the world.   
  
It was not necessarily a certain project or task that fascinated me; it was being 
surrounded by the great team of experienced professionals and the well-run 
internship program that made it so rewarding.  In addition, I have made many 
lifelong friends, business contacts, and mentors. 
  
If business aviation is your interest, and you are extremely motivated, I strongly 
recommend that you apply.  If I could do it again, I would!” 
 

Intern 2010 Name 
 
 
 
 
 


